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of forward. So the majority of people have the feeling that they would rather 
sacrifice by not riding the busses at all than accept anyjim crow accommodations. 
At this point we are awaiting a decision from the United States Supreme Court 
which should be handed down within the next two or three months. We feel that 
this will clear up the whole matter. 

Again let me thank you for your encouraging words. Such moral support and 
Christian generosity are of inestimable value in the continuance of our humble 
efforts. 

Sincerely yours, 
M. L. King, Jr., 
President 
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To Vernon Johns 

18 September 1956 
[Montgomery, Ala.] 

On 27 September Johns, dean of the Maryland Baptist Center and Kings predecessor 
at Dexter, accepted this invitation to return to his former church. On g December he 
delivered the anniversary sermon and the invocation at the closing meeting ofthe 
MIA5 Institute on Nonviolence and Social Change. 

Dr. Vernon Johns 
Virginia State College 
Petersburgh, Virginia 

Dear Dr. Johns: 

On the second Sunday in December 1956 Dexter Avenue Baptist Church will 
be observing her Seventy-ninth Anniversary. This is an annual event in which we 
seek to bring some of the outstanding preachers of the nation to deliver the ser- 
mon. We would like to extend the invitation to you to serve as guest preacher for 
this Seventy-ninth Anniversary Observance on Sunday, December g at the I I : 00 

O’clock Service. Both your presence and your message would be an inspiration 
to our church and the whole Montgomery Community. We hope very much that 
you will be able to accept the invitation. I would appreciate an early reply so that 
I can procede in setting up our church calendar. 

Very Sincerely Yours, 
M. L. King, Jr. 
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